
 

 

 

Corporate Profile  

Overview 

IntelliNet Technologies is a leading provider of 

network convergence solutions that accelerate the 

deployment of next generation applications and 

services.  Its customers include the telecom 

industry's leading network operators and suppliers of 

network equipment, application software, and hosted 

services. Having amassed considerable expertise in 

signaling, applications, and networking, IntelliNet’s 

product portfolio and professional services team help 

customers increase revenues, get to market quickly 

and reduce cost. 

Founded in 1992, IntelliNet quickly became a leading 
provider of engineering services to the telecom industry.  
With the advent of IP networks, IntelliNet excelled in 
bridging IP networks with SS7 by offering SIGTRAN and 
other key protocol stacks. The company expanded to 
offer customized solutions to OEMs based on its highly 
reliable Accelero™ Application Development Platform.  

IntelliNet was one of the first companies to deploy the 
Diameter protocol stack in 2006 and hosted the most 
recent Diameter operability event.  IntelliNet’s Accelero™ 
Diameter has achieved the highest levels of performance 
and reliability and is used by leading network operators 
around the globe. 
 
In 2008 IntelliNet acquired Azaire Networks, a developer 
and market leader of Wi-Fi data offload solutions.  In 
2011 IntelliNet spun off its data offload businesses, 
including its Wireless Services Gateway and its Femtocell 
Gateway. 
 
In 2012 IntelliNet announced its Diameter Routing 
Engine™, an exceptional suite of Diameter Signaling 
Controller (DSC) solutions. The DRE can be configured to 
an operator’s specific network requirements. 
 
IntelliNet's ISO-9001 certification reflects an organization 
dedicated to exceeding its customers’ expectations for 
performance and reliability. 
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Products and Technology 

IntelliNet’s Accelero™ product portfolio has 
broad applications coverage, including mobile 
data offload, prepaid calling and data, roaming, 
messaging, location, presence and fixed mobile 
convergence (FMC). 
 
IntelliNet was one of the first companies to 
deploy the Diameter protocol stack in 2006 and 
hosted the most recent Diameter operability 
event.  IntelliNet’s Accelero™ Diameter has 
achieved the highest levels of performance and 
reliability and is used by leading network 
operators around the globe. 
 
A Diameter pioneer and market leader, 
IntelliNet offers an exceptional suite of Diameter 
Signaling Controller (DSC) solutions, the 
Diameter Routing Engine™. The standards 
compliant DRE includes a Diameter Routing 
Agent (DRA), Diameter Edge Agent (DEA), a 
Diameter Translation Agent (TLA) and a 
Diameter Interworking Function (IWF). 
 
This continuously evolving suite of products 
coupled with the company’s application 
development knowledge ensures seamless 
integration of existing and next-generation 
systems and protocols. 

Services 

The company’s value-added services team 
works with customers to adapt IntelliNet’s 
technologies to support the development of 
innovative custom product solutions.  IntelliNet 
deploys its intellectual property from a blend of 
talented engineers, core products, and powerful 
implementation systems to help customers 
accelerate time to market, reduce cost, and 
achieve competitive advantage in the 
marketplace. 

The Accelero platform is a key component of 
IntelliNet’s value add.  Accelero embodies the 
knowledge and experience of IntelliNet’s 
engineering team gained over 15 years of 
delivering high performance solutions to the 
telecom industry. 

Services include: 

 Development of network infrastructure 
elements that scale quickly and efficiently 

 Consulting and development services to 
architect, implement, test and deploy user 
applications 

 Adapting an existing product or service for 
IMS compatibility 

 Interworking between legacy networking 
functions and the IMS 

IntelliNet’s technical experts have the experience to 
assume complete responsibility for a project from 
requirements definition to system verification – 
freeing up your resources to focus on other 
priorities.   

Performance and Quality 

IntelliNet has a proven track record of delivering 
carrier grade solutions that achieve “5 nines” 
reliability.  IntelliNet’s ISO-9001 certification reflects 
an organization dedicated to exceeding its 
customers’ expectations for performance and 
reliability. 

Customers 
IntelliNet’s customers include the world’s leading 
network equipment providers and service providers.  
Customers include Amdocs, Alcatel-Lucent, 
Bridgewater Systems, Motorola Solutions, Nokia 
Siemens Networks, Tekelec, TeleCommunication 
Systems (TCS) and XIUS/bcgi, . 


